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Higher Education Enrollment Down
BY WESLEY WRIGHT
APRIL 12, 2022

Significantly fewer Native students
have headed to higher education in the
past 12 years. That’s part of a broader
national trend — National Student
Clearinghouse Research Center data
show a steady decline in the overall
number of American students entering
higher education since 2012 — but the
drop has been much more drastic. The
National Center for Education Statistics
estimates that the number of Native students in American colleges and universities fell from 196,000 in 2010 to
below 130,000 in 2019, the most recent
year where data were available.
At tribal colleges, some have seen
enrollment hold steady or increase,
while others have seen steep drops,
Carrie Billy, a Navajo Nation member,
and the president & CEO of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium, told Native News Online.
The ones whose enrollment has
fallen are in some ways constrained by
circumstances, according to Billy. “Because their education is so place-based,
these places generally only recruit from
the local area,” she said.
Billy and other experts feel colleges
and universities must be active in their
efforts to keep Native students engaged
and to bring new ones to campus in the
years to come.
Cost of attendance
Amanda Tachine, a professor at Arizona State University in Tempe, considers poverty a factor. 2018 data from
the U.S. Census Bureau tallied the
poverty rate for Natives at 25.4 percent,

the highest among minorities.
In 2007, the state of Arizona covered 72 percent of the cost of educating
an in-state student. By 2017, it only
covered 34 percent, according to the
Arizona Board of Regents, the 12member governing body presiding over
the state’s three public universities.
Those universities and others
around the country raised tuition as
states decreased their institutional support, especially during the late 2000s,
and that limited students’ options, Tachine said: “Cost affordability is shaping their understanding of whether they
can go.”
But the number of Native students
at the undergraduate level at Arizona
State has increased in recent years, says
Professor Jessica Solyom. That increase, she explains, is partly due to the
state’s policy that any student who can
prove they are a member of Arizona’s
22 federally recognized tribes can qualify for in-state tuition, even if they live
elsewhere in the country. “There have
been efforts at the state level to make
education more affordable,” Solyom
said.
Ironically, Tachine says, many people incorrectly assume that Natives can
attend higher education for free.
“We’ve always had these myths that dehumanize who we are, and our humanity,” she said.
Role models
In California, California State University-San Marcos professor Joely
Proudfit feels the state’s recognition of
Native students and culture has improved during her career, but the field
isn’t as equitable as she would like.
“I’m a big believer in, ‘if we can see
it, we can be it, and nothing about me
without me,’” she said Proudfit, who is
Native and the director of the California
Indian Culture and Sovereignty Center.
“A student needs to be able to come to
campus and see themselves reflected in
the faculty, students and staff.”
The American Indian Graduate
Center, which provides scholarship and
other resources to Native students
around the country, did not respond to
repeated requests for comment. Native
presence is vital for helping students
see the value of education, said Navajo
Nation member Dr. Adriann Begay.
“They really aren’t seeing any role
models,” she said. “One of the big reasons I’m a physician is because I had a

role model that I saw.” That role
model? Taylor McKenzie, a fellow
Navajo who became the first doctor
from the tribe and later served as its
first chief medical officer.
“I can still see that image of walking into a room with him,” she said, recalling a conversation McKenzie had
with a patient in his native Navajo
tongue. “Up to that point, besides
nurses who would come and help people, I had never seen a physician speak
Navajo. I looked at him and knew I
could do that.”
Access to resources
Native students, especially those on
reservations, may not have resources
which help their counterparts elsewhere, which may influence their entry
into some academic programs.
“We don’t have the opportunities
for test preparation, and that’s for nursing and medical school,” she said. She
would prefer that medical schools look
at applications more holistically, as a lot
now “focus too much” on grades and
test results.”
When Dr. Begay was at the University of North Dakota studying to become a doctor, she drew on one
resource she said was common among
Natives students — a shared kinship of
sorts. “If I did not have the other 10 Native American students around me, I
would not have been as successful as I
was,” she said.
Arizona State professor Colin Ben
says it’s important to involve Native
students’ social ties and tribal culture all
the way through their time at the university. Doing so, he and others suggested, shows other children that a
college degree is a real and attainable
goal.
“It’s really important for us to honor
the students who graduate,” he said,
adding that both Native faculty and
tribal chiefs are on the stage to greet
Native students on graduation day each
semester.
Arizona State estimates its on-campus students will pay upwards of
$30,000 per year in tuition and fees. Tachine sees irony in that. “On one hand,
you have these institutions benefitting
from Native land — making millions in
perpetuity,” she said. “At the same
time, they continue to exclude Native
presence on campus.”

Norma Baker Flying Horse,
Phoenix Fashion Week’s
Designer of the Year
BY DARREN THOMPSON
APRIL 17, 2022
PHOENIX—Last night, Norma
Baker Flying Horse, founder of Red
Berry Woman, was chosen among three
other designers as Phoenix Fashion
Week’s Designer of the Year at the
Chateaux Luxe. She was one of two Indigenous fashion designers chosen by
the organization to participate in a 3month bootcamp that challenged participants with a curriculum designed to
advance each designer’s business in the
fashion industry.
“I’m beyond happy to receive this
recognition,” said Flying Horse to Native News Online. “Thank you to my
family, supporters, and the Phoenix
Fashion Week for this incredible opportunity.”
As a result of being chosen as Designer of the Year, Flying Horse will be
promoted by Agency Arizona, a marquee modeling and talent agency that
will promote Red Berry Woman to international markets.
Red Berry Woman is also Norma’s
Dakota name, and the business strives
to incorporate traditional designs with
contemporary couture garments that are
ready to wear for both women and men.
Norma Baker Flying Horse is an enrolled member of the Hidatsa tribe from
the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation and
also Dakota Sioux and Assiniboine. Her
clothing and designs pay homage to her
cultural heritage. Her opening featured
a dance demonstration by fancy shawl
and northern traditional buckskin
dancers. Each year, organizers of the

popular fashion event travel across the
country to search for emerging designers to apply for Phoenix Fashion
Week’s challenging 3-month designer
bootcamp. This was Phoenix Fashion
Week’s first live event since the beginning of the pandemic, more than 2
years ago.
“My Phoenix Fashion Week team
and I were so impressed with Norma’s
business first vision, hard work, and obvious keen eye for design. Red Berry
Woman is blazing their own fashion
forward cultural trail that our industry
will have to try to catch up to,” Brian
Hill, Executive Director, Phoenix Fashion Week.
“I’m so proud of her,” said Elmer
Flying Horse, Norma’s husband, when
Norma was chosen as Designer of the
Year. “All of her work and sacrifice was
all worth it.” The Flying Horse family
drove from the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation in North Dakota during a
blizzard that crippled most of the state
for several days.
The Phoenix Fashion Week predominantly featured Indigenous culture
in this year’s program. Saturday’s
opening act Indigenous Enterprise, an
Indigenous dance troupe that’s performing at the Met Gala later this year.
In 2021, Indigenous Enterprise performed in the “Virtual Parade” for the
Presidential Inauguration of Joe Biden.
The Phoenix Fashion Week is a curated two-day event that showcases
models, designers, and fashion in the
premier fashion event in the Southwest.
The organization chose 40 models, fe-

male, and male, to walk the runway for
eight fashion shows a day in the chosen
designers’ clothing.
This story has been updated to include a quote from the executive director of Phoenix Fashion Week.
This article originally appeared at
Native News Online. It is reprinted here
with permission. All rights reserved.

U.S. Representative Raúl Grijalva shakes hands with tribal leaders at a press conference announcing the RESPECT Act has full committee markup on March 28, 2022. The bill would codify into law that federal agencies
must consult with federally recognized tribes on various issues that affect them. The bill is in the House Committee on Natural Resources. (Photo Courtesy House Committee on Natural Resources)

RESPECT Act Held in Committee by
Request from National Congress of
American Indians
BY DARREN
THOMPSON
APRIL 12, 2022
On April 6, the House Committee
on Natural Resources was scheduled to
hear a series of bill markups including
the RESPECT Act—a Democratic-led
bill that codifies the federal government
and all of its agencies to consult with
federally recognized tribes.
However, Indianz.com reported that
the bill was flagged by Democratic staff
in the committee pointed to an issue
that will likely be contested on the
floor—the inclusion of Alaska Native
Corporations (ANCs) and Native
Hawaiian organizations.
Indianz.com reported that Democratic staff said, “At the behest of the
National Congress of American Indians, we are postponing the markup to
discuss their concerns regarding the
possibility of including Alaska Native
Corporations and Native Hawaiians in
the bill.”
The National Congress of American
Indians did not respond to a request for
comment on being cited as a contributing source to why the RESPECT Act
did not make it to the floor.
If passed, the RESPECT Act would
codify consultation and coordination by
the United States Government with federally recognized Tribal Governments.
The RESPECT Act, aims “To prescribe
procedures for effective consultation
and coordination by Federal agencies
with federally recognized Tribal Gov-

Norma Baker Flying Horse

ernments regarding Federal Government actions that impact Tribal lands
and interests to ensure that meaningful
Tribal input is an integral part of the
Federal decision- making process.”
The potential inclusion of Alaska
Native Corporations and Native Hawaiian organizations in the bill would
mean that federal agencies would also
be required to consult with non-governmental organizations in the same manner as Indian nations, who have treaties
with the federal government. The U.S.
Supreme Court voted 6-3 that the definition of “Indian tribe” utilized by Congress
includes Alaska
Native
corporations, as defined by the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (ISDA).
The original version of the bill does
not specifically include Alaska Native
corporations or Native Hawaiian organizations.
Justice Sonia Sotomayor wrote for
the majority that ANCs are “Indian
tribes” and are eligible to receive funds
from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economic Act (CARES Act).
The RESPECT Act was previously
announced as having full committee
markup in the House National Resources Committee on Monday, March
28 at a press conference hosted by the
committee’s chair and sponsor of the
bill, Rep. Raúl Grijalva (D-Arizona).
“The U.S. Government will stand
by its promise to honor Tribal sover-

eignty,” Grijalva said in a press conference on Monday, March 28. “Consulting with Tribes is not the nice thing to
do, it is the right thing to do. It means
federal agencies can no longer notify
Tribes; they have to respect the government-to-government relationship as it
says in the U.S. Constitution.”
“It's unfortunate that we could have
started a movement towards holding
the government accountable to their
trust and treaty obligations,” said
Walker River Paiute Tribal Chairman
Amber Torres to Native News Online. Chairman Torres attended the
March press conference announcing a
full committee markup in the House
Committee on Natural Resources. The
bill was introduced to the U.S. House
of Representatives in May 2021 and referred to the House Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Indigenous Peoples
of the United States for discussion. Grijalva previously introduced the RESPECT in 2010, but it has never
received a full committee markup.
With elections approaching in November, there are only 8 months left in
the Democratic-led 117th Congress.
The RESPECT Act is supported by
many Tribes and Tribal organizations
across the country.
This article originally appeared at
Native News Online. It is reprinted here
with permission. All rights reserved.

Former Tribal
Chairman Pleads
Guilty
Last updated 4/13/2022 at 10:17pm
Agency Village, SD - The morning
of March 22nd, 2022, court was held
for the former SWO Chairman at
9:00am. Tribal Court was in session for
a specific reason, which was the sentencing of Donovan White.
Majority of Tribal Council and Executives were in attendance, the courtroom seemed very unusual, the tension
was high. White pled guilty, the charges
were as follows: cruelty to or abuse of
a child or minor; contributing to delinquency of a minor; filing a false report.
For those who may not know, White
was Tribal Chairman at the time the
charges were filed against him in 2020.
"SWO Tribal Council approved formal
charges against Chairman Donovan
White on Wednesday, May 27th, 2020,
and resulted in his removal on Thursday, June 4th, 2020." Judge Seiler ordered White to serve 5 days in Roberts
County Jail, 2.5 were dismissed for previous 2.5 days’ time served; he was also
ordered to pay $150.00 in fines along
with 3 months of probation.
G. Desrosiers Jr, SWO Public Information Officer, March 23, 2022

Boston Marathon, Boston
Strong--Through Native Roots
BY BEN PRYOR,
CHOCTAW
NATION
OF
OKLAHOMA
APRIL 13, 2022
After two turbulent years, the 126th
Boston Marathon returns to its traditional start on the third Monday in
April, and Native runners from across
Indian Country will be competing.
Much of the early history of the
Boston Marathon has strong ties to Indian Country. Native runners would
take on the Boston Marathon with aspirations of getting into the Olympic
marathon. Many Native runners have
had success at the race, with five Native
runners medaling in the marathon’s history: Bill Davis (Mohawk), Tom Longboat (Onondaga), Andrew Sockalexis
(Penobscot), Ellison Brown (Narragansett), and Patti Lyons Catalano
(Micmac). Iconic Native performances
at the Boston Marathon have shaped
race: Perhaps the most iconic – and
challenging – section of the course,
“Heartbreak Hill,” is named after Narragansett tribal member Ellison
“Tarzan” Brown’s legendary victory in
1936. It was here Brown, condescendingly challenged by local favorite John
Kelley, passed the Irish American to
win the race–thus “Breaking Kelley's
heart” at this section of the race.
Monday's marathon course traverses the homelands of the Mashpee
Wampanoag, the Massachusett, and the
Pawtucket people, beginning in what is
now Hopkinton, Mass. and finishing on
Boylston Street in Boston. Marathoners
run east towards the sunrise – a morning tradition for the Navajo and other
Indigenous peoples. In a region of the
country that has long heralded the colonial, settler history, last year’s race was
held on Indigenous Peoples’ Day. After
many called for the marathon to be
rescheduled, the Boston Athletic Association’s (B.A.A.) chairman apologized
and began the marathon by reading a
land acknowledgment statement. In addition, the B.A.A. featured a mural at
Copley Square Park that highlighted
previous Indigenous runners – completed by artists Yatika Star Fields
(Osage, Cherokee and Muskogee
Creek) and Robert Peters (Mashpee
Wampanoag).
Citizens representing 122 countries

are in the field of runners. Among those
from around the globe include Native
runners representing various Tribal Nations from across North America. These
runners carry on a rich tradition of
long-distance running in the Native
community.
Caroline Sekaquaptewa, Hopi –
TEMPE, Arizona. Caroline grew up
running the high-country desert trails
that weave the Hopi mesas. On the
Hopi reservation, running is part of the
culture. “I am proud to be a Hopi
woman and I feel I carry the strength of
Hopi through running. I have been
taught from a young age that running is
prayer,” Caroline explained. “We pray
as we run, and that belief has been part
of Hopi runners for centuries.” The
Boston Marathon represents a goal she
once thought impossible to reach. Now,
Caroline is running her ninth Boston
Marathon. She was recently featured in
a Brooks Running commercial with a
two-time Olympian and winner of the
2018 Boston Marathon, Des Linden.
“As a mom, grandma, teacher, Hopi
woman, there are many roles and responsibilities that I juggle during training,”
Caroline
said.
“Boston
symbolizes, ‘Yes, you
can do hard things!’” In addition to
qualifying for her ninth Boston
Marathon, Caroline is raising funds for
Hopi Relief. This non-profit has provided food, supplies, and other resources for Hopi communities during
the pandemic and continues today.
“This part of Boston is very meaningful
to me and my family, to be able to help
others in any way we can.”
Joel Kennedy, Oneida Nation –
LONDON, Alberta. Joel’s running
journey began in 2016 to improve his
health. At the start of his journey, Joel
couldn’t walk for more than 10 minutes. He is now a marathoner, an ultramarathoner, and approximately 150lbs
lighter. Wanting to bring together a
community of runners, he started the
Indigenous Running Club. Running has
served as a conduit for Joel to grow as
an Indigenous person. As part of the
Oneida Nation and Bear Clan, Joel has
learned about mental, emotional, and
spiritual connections with himself and
everything around him, all of creation.
“Living in the city, there are times

where it's hard to find places to ground
yourself to the land, but running has
connected me more than I could have
imagined,” Joel said. Joel is a charity
runner raising funds for Peer Health
Exchange.
Kyle Sumatzkuku, Hopi – TUBA
CITY, Arizona. Known as Running Fox
in his community, Kyle grew up running and training in the altitude of Arizona. In Hopi culture, running is
necessary for the Hopi way of life.
Today, Kyle is one of the fastest Native
runners in the country. He placed a remarkable 48th overall at Boston last
year. Running provides Kyle with a vehicle for daily prayer and healing. “I
run for my ancestors. I run to honor
their hopes and prayers. I run on behalf
of all Indigenous ancestors and people
across the globe. I run for the positive
aspiration our ancestors desired for us
all,” Kyle explained. “They would have
wanted us all to continue down a path
of protecting the earth. Protecting the
environment. Protecting sacred sites.
Protecting our Indigenous cultures and
our tribal communities.” Kyle feels the
blessings in Boston and shares those
blessings in prayer with family, friends,
and relatives back home on Hopi. “I
pray for our people. I pray for all the
runners. I pray for all those who are not
able to run and for those who might be
suffering from ailments. I consider all
living beings in my prayers when I run.
That is the Hopi way of being.” I
Lydia Jennings, Ph.D., Huichol
(Wixaritari) and Pascua Yaqui (Yoeme)
Nations – TUCSON, Arizona. As a soil
scientist, Dr. Jennings studies the destructive outcomes mining has had on
Indigenous peoples in the US. After
completing her doctorate in soil microbiology, her doctoral graduation was
canceled in 2020 because of the pandemic. Dr. Jennings decided to celebrate her milestone by dedicating a
50-mile run along the Arizona Trail to
50 Indigenous scientists. This event
was documented in Patagonia’s Film,
“Run to be Visible.” Running provides
her unique insight into her community,
her ancestors and exposes her to landscapes affected by mining. “This sport
has helped me understand my environment, and in turn, my studies have
helped me decode the stories of the

T Yamni

Caroline Sekaquaptewa

Kyle Sumatz

Verna Volker
lands I run,” Dr. Jennings explains. Dr.
Jennings is running the Boston
Marathon for the Wings of America
program. In tandem with B.A.A. and
Harvard’s Native American Program,
the Wings of America’s “Pursuit” Program brings several Indigenous students to run the Boston Marathon.
Verna Volker, Navajo Nation –
MINNEAPOLIS, Minnesota. Verna
began running in 2009 to improve her
health. Being a Navajo woman has
shaped her running career in various
ways. “Growing up, I remember hearing one of the teachings of the Navajos,” Verna explained. “One would rise
early at dawn to run, you run towards
the east to greet the Creator and say
your prayers for harmony in your life.
I never really understood that teaching

until I became a runner.” In 2018, Verna
created an online community, Native
Women Running, to magnify the visibility of Native runners and to serve as
a place for inspiration and positivity. As
part of the 50th anniversary of women
being allowed entry to the race, Verna
was selected to be one of eight women
appointed to the “Boston Marathon
Honorary Team.” As the lone Native
representative, it means that much
more. Verna is running on behalf of
Wings of America, a native youth organization that empowers native youth
and the community through running.
On a personal level, she is running this
race for the agonizing Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
emergency. These runners are often recognizable by the haunting red hand-

painted across their mouths and evince
solidarity for women and girls silenced
by abduction or death. Verna is dedicating this year’s races to her mother, who
passed away on November 22, 2021.
“Running has been my healing as
someone who has lost her parents and
three siblings,” Verna said.
If you’d like to cheer on the Boston
runners virtually, their progress can be
followed in real-time by bib number
through the B.A.A. racing app: Joel
Kennedy (26516), Kyle Sumatzkuku
(344), Verna Volker (23892), Lydia Jennings
(23891),
and
Caroline
Sekaquaptewa (15642).
This article originally appeared at
Native News Online. It is reprinted here
with permission. All rights reserved

Help Wanted
Sota News, Features, & Sports Editor
Responsible and reporting to

Corporation for Native Broadcasting CEO and Board of Directors

Sisseton-Wahpeton Housing Authority
Are you interested in the home buying process or just
want to know the basics about managing your finances
and credit? If so, then you might want to attend a
Homeownership Education Class hosted by T Yamni ~
Sisseton-Wahpeton Housing Authority.
Whether you are a homeowner, rental tenant, or just
interested, ALL ARE WELCOME. The class is free of charge.

SATURDAY
April 30, 2022
10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
Old Agency District Center
Agency Village SD

Refreshments and Lunch will be served at no cost to
attendees. SEATING IS LIMITED.

Job summary
Responsible for choosing which stories to publish, all articles that meet the
newspaper’s guidelines, including style guidelines. Responsible for news,
features, and sports sections. Job duties may involve soliciting story pitches from
freelance writers or assigning stories to your staff writers and checking their
writing or copy. May be responsible for the overall layout of the paper, as well as
all the content in the various sections.

Duties, responsibilities, and primary job functions
• Rewrite copy from writers
• Modify written content from writers
• Develop a content calendar
• Develop ideas for content
• Oversee content production
• Create highly shareable content
• Adhere to journalism best practices
• Assign projects and monitor deadlines
• Maintain a positive work environment with all employees and volunteers
• Must protect the reputation and integrity of others through strict
confidentiality
• Provide staff support to the CEO and Board of Directors
• Perform all duties as from time to time may be assigned by the
CEO or Board of Directors

Qualifications
• Ability to work both independently and as a team
with staff and volunteers
• Flexibility in work hours to accommodate program needs
• Management experience
• Computer skills; Word, Excel, Adobe, etc.
• Bachelor’s degree in journalism or English
• Strong writing and proofreading skills
• Experience with content management systems
• Great attention to detail
• Strong interpersonal skills
• Ability to give constructive feedback
• Conceptual creative abilities
• Ability to create stories

Salary
$30,000.00 to $50,000 DOE
Open until filled • 90 day probation period

If interested, please contact Angie (605) 698-3901, Ext. 21
or email: angeline@venturecomm.net
Page 2

Send resume to CNB/Sota PO Box 807 Agency Village SD 57262
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The Beginning,
Meeting Zi and Papi
Photo and story written by: Lauren
Estelle Owen – (Sisseton-Wahpeton
Dakota Sioux & animal rescue volunteer for LTAR (Lake Traverse Area
Rescue).
In the fall of 2021 I began my trek
on the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate’s
homelands in animal rescue and animal
fostering, as a volunteer.
Two summers prior at Wiwang
Waci (Sundance) part of my visions
were to be more compassionate towards, plants, insects and animals. I remember saying to myself, ‘I’m not a
Tibetan monk and I’m not Gandhi. I’m
a simple Dakota Woman.’ At the time I
was sun dancing barefoot on the hot
soft dusty powder of the badlands in
Porcupine SD. The heat was over 100
degrees, the sun was beating down and
there was not a cloud in sight. I then
said to myself again, ‘Who am I to
question Creator. I am but a simple
Dakota woman. Here I am dancing
with cactuses and rattlesnakes sunning
themselves on the rocks. Yet my own
ancestors walked on the cool bank
reeds along 10,000 lakes in Minnesota
and eastern South Dakota. I will accept
what’s to come”.
A month later I was making camp
in remote Cherry Creek near Eagle
Butte SD and I was bitten by a recluse
spider. That tiny insect put me in the
hospital for 7 days with 3 antibiotics
coursing through my veins in attempt
to save my swollen leg. I was in so
much pain I literally cried out for my
Mom. I remember saying to myself.
‘And I’m to be compassionate to insects?’. I closed my eyes and focused
on healing. A month later on my healed
leg, I ran a mile in Browns Valley MN.
I would not be defeated. As I turned

around and stood on the ancient bank
of the long-forgotten River Warran, I
said. ‘Insects.’
The following spring, I acquired
some seeds and my sister, and I put
them in a little greenhouse, and we set
them aside to germinate in to potential
food. I said, ‘Plants.’
In mid-summer, a college friend of
mine who was in animal rescue asked
me if I was ready to help. I told her yes
and she said she had a kitten for me that
was abandoned. I was nervous but
when I saw the kitten in a tiny box on
the front seat of her vehicle, I picked up
the funny looking kitten with a yellow
strip down her face and I chuckled. My
hands were nervous, something in my
chest started to beat faster and something gripped my throat to the point of
catching my breath. I was feeling something I had put deep inside me after losing my oldest daughter in 2013. I was
actually feeling, compassion.
I held the unwanted kitten and cradled her in my arms. I held her close
and took her home with me. She didn’t
have a name.
A few days later the same lady
asked me to foster a small, surrendered
dog. She warned me that he hated cats.
I went and got him too. I looked at his
cute foxlike face and smiled at him and
he just looked at me with big brown
eyes. He was so sweet.
Over the next few days, they began
to learn to be pets. I bathed them, fed
them, loved them and they were learning to love one another. I would spend
time looking at these odd little beings
and I asked the lady I got the kitten
from, why it looked like that, and she
smiled and said, “She’s a tori cat because her marks look like a turtle.”. I

Job Openings
Lounge Department
Beverage server (Full-Time) where needed
Marketing Department
Customer Service Technician (Full-Time) Day
Revenue Audit Department
Revenue Audit Clerk (4 Full-Time) Day-rotating weekends/holidays
Slots Department
Technician (Full-Time) where needed
Sports Book Department
Supervisor (Full-Time) where needed
Writer/Teller (Full-Time) where needed
Support Services Department
Laborer (4 Full-Time) where needed
Surveillance Department
Observer (Full-Time) where needed
Table Games Department
Dealer (2 Full-Time or Part-Time) Rotating No experience required,
will train
Uniforms Department
Attendant (Full-Time) Swing
Closing Date: Until Filled
Two identifications documents required upon hire
If interested please submit application to
Human Resources Department
16849 102nd Street SE Hankinson ND 58041
For complete Job Description contact McKayla Grajczyk@
701-634-3000 ext. 2583
Indian Preference will apply / EEO
(Please Provide Tribal Enrollment)
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laughed because I had never heard of
such a thing before. I looked at her cute
kitten face and told her, ‘You shall be
called Zi, for the color yellow in my
language and for the yellow line down
your face.’ She now had a name.
The small dog who used to hate cats
was becoming my buddy on car rides.
He would look out the window all interested in the world. I noticed, that
after he would do his business outside,
he’d sit on the grass facing east. He’d
close his eyes and the breeze would
fluff his long fur around his face. I told
the lady I got him from that he wasn’t
gaining weight and she smiled again
and said, that’s because he’s a Papillion
breed, they stay small like that. After
that discussion, I scooped him up and
held him in the air
like the lion king and said, ‘From
hence forth you shall be called Papi!’.
He just looked at me and I gave him a
big hug.
Eventually the two little ones
bonded, and they would wrap around
each other and sleep. I thought they
were soul mates to one another in an
animal way.
I had gotten word from the main
rescue that they were to be adopted and
transport would take them that Saturday morning. My heart fell to the floor
and I started to panic. I hadn’t realized
they would be adopted so fast. On the
morning of transport, I drove slowly
and I was having a small anxiety attack
within myself. That feeling of not being
able to breath was back. I handed over
the two little ones and realized they
would be separated from one another
going to different forever homes. It
made me incredibly sad for them. But I
got in my car and drove away leaving
them with transport. Suddenly I began
to think of my daughter Chasity and it’s
as if she was there hugging me saying,
this is a part of you that you can’t hide
anymore Mommy. Unconditional love
and compassion. Tears started to flow
like a river, and I remembered my own
mothers’ words of telling me once,
“Tears are good, they cleanse your
body and are sacred.” I couldn’t remember the last time I cried. I couldn’t
believe I let them go but I realized they
were never mine to begin with.
That was my first experience in animal rescue and fostering. Being a part
of LTAR is so much more than its title.
It’s truly the will of Creator. The unconditional love an animal gives a person
is forever.
As I put the distance between Zi and
Papi behind me, I said, ‘Animals’.

Meet Zi and Papi, names given the kitten and puppy rescued by Lake Traverse Rescue.

Sota Iya Ye Yapi Counter Sales
Pick up your Printed Sota Iya Ye Yapi News Paper on Wednesday afternoons at
these Participating Establishments:
x Agency C-Store
x Stillsons Service
x K&K C-Store
x Fuel Max
x Buche Foods
x Bucks Trailside Service
x Dakota Connection C-Store
x Dakota Magic Casino
x Dakota Sioux Casino

SWO Head Start
& SWO Early
Head Start Earth
Day Walk
Here is information on the Earth
Day Walk. It will be open to the public,
so please come walk with us!
SWO Head Start serves children
ages 3-5 years old.
Early Head Start serve ages 6
weeks-3 years old. If you’re interested
in getting your child enrolled, please
call the number below and ask for ext.
140 or 138. For Early Head Start ext.
112.

Job Openings
The Golf Course Department
Is Now Accepting Applications For
Position: Manager
(Full-Time Seasonal)
Job Description: Manager with extensive experience in golf and
tournament operation as well as corporate and group outing
administration. Manager should have at least 5 full time years of experience
in high-end public or resort course operation with an emphasis on group,
outing and tournament marketing and administration. The ability to work
in cooperation with other departments is critical to provide our guests with
an exceptional golf and gaming experience.
Closing Date: Until filled
Required
AA degree in Business Management or Casino Hospitality.
3 years Manager experience.
5 years of experience in high-end public or resort course operation group,
outing and tournament marketing and administration.
Experienced in GHIN USGA handicap system.
Knowledge of Gaming rules, operational procedures and customer
development.
Knowledge of business practices such as budgeting, expense control,
staffing, and training.
PGA Certified preferred.
If interested please submit application to
Human Resources Department
16849 102nd Street SE Hankinson ND 58041
For complete Job Description contact McKayla Grajczyk@
701-634-3000 ext. 2583
Indian Preference will apply / EEO
(Please Provide Tribal Enrollment)
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Decline in freshwater mussels an indicator
of poor river and stream health in South Dakota
Decline in freshwater mussels an
indicator of poor river and stream
health in South Dakota
By: Julie Bolding
March 22, 2022
Nestled in the silt, sand or fine
gravel of South Dakota’s rivers
and streams live some of the
state’s least appreciated yet most
ecologically important creatures —
freshwater mussels.
Their names spark the imagination: Fatmucket, White Heelsplitter,
Higgins Eye, Round Pigtoe, Giant
Floater, Plain Pocketbook, Fawnsfoot.
Usually hidden beneath the
water’s surface, mussels do the
quiet work of filtering water in
South Dakota’s rivers and
streams, helping other aquatic
species such as fish thrive. They
are a natural food source for otters, ducks, herons and fish.
Many species of these critical
members of freshwater ecosystems may be vanishing within
South Dakota. Recent surveys of
the state’s 14 major river basins —
comprising the first comprehensive
assessment of living mussel
species and their population sizes
in South Dakota rivers and
streams — found only 17 of the 36
species once known to live in state
waters, a 53% decline.
The decline of freshwater mussel
populations in waterways in South
Dakota and across North America
is a major concern on several environmental levels.
Freshwater mussels are powerful
filter feeders, consuming phytoplankton, algae and even bacteria
from rivers and streams while also
filtering out particles at rates
measured in gallons per day. At
least one mussel species can
clear lake water of significant
amounts of E. coli, a bacteria that
can cause serious illness in humans. Research continues into
their promising abilities to ‘treat’
manmade contaminants.
Mussels have not been studied as
intensively as other animal groups
and much remains to be known
about them. “Despite uncertainty
about the precise value of freshwater mussels, it is clear that they
have substantial value to humans,
possible many millions of dollars in
individual ecosystems, which
should be taken into account in
environmental decision making,”
wrote David L. Strayer, a freshwater ecologist at the Cary Institute of
Ecosystem Studies in his article,
“What are freshwater mussels
worth?”
Experts say the reduction in mussel populations in South Dakota
waterways is further evidence of
largely poor water quality in a state
where 78% of South Dakota
stream-miles and 85% of lake
acres are considered “impaired” in
some way.
Harm to mussels done by humans
Freshwater mussels have been on
the decline for two centuries — all
for reasons related to the actions
of man.
In the late 1800s and for several
decades, mussels were harvested
for their pearls and shells from
South Dakota waters, including the
James and Big Sioux rivers. Tuscan, located four miles southwest
of Menno, was a center of mussel
harvesting, according to a 2009 article in South Dakota Magazine.
Mussels were boiled to open their
shells and remove the meat. While
some people ate the mussel meat,
often it was fed to pigs, or used as
catfish bait if rotten. Boxcars filled
with tons of shells were shipped by
rail to Iowa factories to be made
into iridescent buttons. Plastic replaced shell for buttons in the
1950s.
South Dakota’s mussel populations have yet to recover from that
decimation. After over-harvesting
came land-use changes that altered water quality and stream bed
stability, further harming mussel
populations.
Accelerating land-use changes —
often tied to expansion of agriculture — lead to soil runoff, sedimentation and non-point pollution
from manure, fertilizer and pesticides. Water clouded with clay, silt
and other particles, including
algae, can affect the fish hosts
mussels rely on to reproduce. Increased sediment smothers mussels. Pesticides can poison them.
Fertilizer runoff causes excessive
algae growth that depletes oxygen.
Thirty-six percent of tested water
in South Dakota rivers and
streams has excessive amounts of
total suspended solids, according
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to the 2020 South Dakota Integrated Report for Surface Water
Quality Assessment prepared by
the state. Suspended solids, which
can include soil particles, can increase turbidity and water temperatures, decrease oxygen levels
and generally degrade conditions
for fish and other aquatic life.
“Similar to previous reporting periods, nonsupport for fishery/aquatic
life uses was caused primarily by
total suspended solids from agricultural non-point sources and natural origin,” the report states.
“Non-point source pollution is the
most serious and pervasive threat
to the water quality of South
Dakota’s waters.”
The South Dakota Department of
Agriculture and Natural Resources
and the Department of Game, Fish
and Parks have worked for
decades with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, farmers,
ranchers and other organizations
to improve water quality in South
Dakota’s rivers, streams, lakes
and reservoirs.
Farming and ranching organizations say that their members are
good stewards of the land on behalf of future generations, and that
those who work the land are the
“original environmentalists.” Many
South Dakota landowners participate in conservation efforts, such
as the reduction of sediment flowing from the Bad
River basin into the Missouri River.
But state data tell a story of high
levels of agricultural pollution of
surface waters.
“While substantial progress has
been made toward reducing pollution from point sources such as
wastewater and industrial plants
after the passage and implementation of the [1972] Clean Water Act,
non-point source pollution remains
an entrenched problem. NPS pollution is unregulated as agricultural
activities are exempt from most of
the provisions of the Clean Water
Act,” the state report says. As of
2019, 78% of assessed streammiles were impaired. E. coli, a
bacteria living in livestock and
wildlife feces, and total suspended
solids, which often include materials from soil erosion, were the
contaminants in first and second
places.
The Giant Floater is the most common freshwater mussel found in
South Dakota waterways, but
mussel species overall are on a
decline. Photo: Julie Bolding
The DANR did not respond when
asked in an email if the agency
has specific numeric goals for reducing the percentage of impaired
waters in South Dakota or reducing the percentage of total suspended solids within specific
timeframes.
“The technical and financial assistance currently available is not sufficient to solve all NPS pollution
issues in the state. Landowners
need to understand the non-point
source issues and how their activities contribute to NPS pollution.
Educating the public about NPS
pollution issues may prompt
landowners to voluntarily implement activities that control NPS
pollution. The continuation of existing activities coupled with the addition of innovative new programs
may reduce non-point source pollution in South Dakota,” the state
report says.
After poor water quality come
physical barriers. Thousands of
impoundments on tributaries restrict the natural volume and velocity of water that mussels need
to reproduce. “Even dams as low
as 1 meter in height have been
found to inhibit the distribution of
mussels as they can create unnatural sedimentation and flow
regimes as well as cause barriers
to fish host locality and movement,
thus inhibiting the ability for successful mussel recruitment,” Faltys
writes.
Perched culverts and other blockages to mussel larvae movement
need to be adjusted so that mussel larvae and host fish can move
beyond short stream segments.
“It’s important to maintain that connectivity,” says Rich Biske, resilient
waters director for the Nature Conservancy in South Dakota, North
Dakota and Minnesota.
The increasing spread of invasive
zebra mussels add to the threats
to native mussels as the invaders
move up South Dakota’s navigable
waterways and into lakes. These
non-native, proliferating mussels
prefer attaching to live
mussels over empty shells or

stones. Many zebra mussels can
team up to keep a single native
mussel from opening up to feed or
reproduce. In great numbers, they
deplete the phytoplankton native
mussels need for food.
Studies find evidence of clear declines
Measuring and cataloging the
mussel population in South Dakota
waterways was an arduous and
time-consuming but critically important process that is necessary
to understand where mussels exist
and why they are dying off.
During 2014 and 2015, Kaylee
Faltys and her research team
waded in streams, feeling the
muck for mussels with their bare
hands at 202 sites within the 14
major river basins across the
state. Faltys earned her master’s
degree in biology at South Dakota
State University by leading the first
statewide assessment of mussel
species and their populations.
Researchers did not wear gloves
as they felt stream bottoms with
their hands, reaching as deep as
four inches into silt. “Snapping turtles definitely were a concern. At
one of the sites we even had carp
jumping out of the water at us,”
Faltys said.
Besides, gloves would get in the
way. “Once you feel a mussel, you
know it’s a mussel. Whereas if you
have gloves on, it could just be a
rock.”
The more exciting scientific work
started when they pulled mussels
out of the water.“When we did find
mussels … we were pretty thrilled
when we found them,” Faltys said,
noting that mussels were found at
only 44 of the 202 sites searched.
The work involved identifying the
species, measuring the mussel’s
dimensions, photographing it and
returning the animal to its original
location, right-side up. “We made
sure not to put them upside-down
or they’d suffocate,” she says. “We
would actually go put them back in
the sediment.”
When a mussel species was abundant in an area, an individual mussel could be selected for
on-campus research. This mussel
would be separated from its shell
and preserved in ethanol.
Although they did not go to river or
stream segments too deep to
wade, the shallower waters where
they looked were tributaries to
those deep waters and reasonable
places to search. Searching in
deeper waters wouldn’t have provided additional species and would
have required scuba diving equipment and multiple licenses, she
says.
After visiting the 202 sites, Faltys
produced a grim tally: only 15
species of 36 anticipated species
were found, 11 as live specimens
and four in the form of recently
used whole or half-shells. Of the
202 survey sites, only 91 total
sites had live or empty-shell evidence of mussels. No evidence of
mussels was found at 111 of the
sites, more than half.
A silver lining appeared later in
2016, when Faltys and her colleagues separately assessed population sizes at the 44 locations
with living mussels. A live Spike
mussel and a half-shell of the Ellipse mussel were discovered, the
first time each species has been
found in South Dakota. Two additional known native species also
were found in 2016: a Plain Pocketbook and a Fawnsfoot, bringing
the study total to 17 out of 36.
Faltys made a point in 2016 of surveying seven locations previously
surveyed by other researchers between 1975 and 2005. She found
a decline in the number of the
mussel species at five sites. The
number of species increased at
the sixth site and stayed the same
at the seventh.
The sites where SDSU researcher
Kaylee Faltys searched for freshwater mussels during a population
survey in 2014-2015. Mussels
were found at only 44 of the 202
sites searched. Image: Courtesy
Kaylee Faltys. Faltys also found a
decline of overall species richness
or diversity. About 63% of the mussels found in the statewide survey
were Giant Floaters and 10% were
White Heelsplitters. Both species
have glochidia, or baby mussels,
that can survive in impounded waters and attach to any fish. This indicated that other species with
more specific habitat requirements
and fish hosts may be severely reduced in numbers or have vanished from South Dakota.
“This stark decline in species richness may suggest that habitat

South Dakota State University graduate student Kaylee Faltys and undergraduates Michelle Wilson, Akash
Suryavanshi and Daud Talukder gather around the mussels they found in one location during a survey of state
mussel populations. The mussels were returned to their underwater homes after the picture was taken. Photo:
Courtesy Kaylee Faltys
conditions in South Dakotan
streams and rivers are degrading,
possibly due to a variety of factors
such as land-use changes, impoundments, habitat destruction
and host fish availability,” she said.
A 2019 study by Katherine Wollman, an SDSU master’s student in
wildlife and fisheries science,
checked freshwater mussel populations in 116 East River lakes and
reservoirs, finding just seven native species and two invasive
ones, the zebra mussel and Asian
clam.
Like Faltys’ study of rivers and
streams, the predominant species
at 76% of specimens found,was
the widely adaptable Giant Floater.
“They’re hardy,” Faltys says of
Giant Floaters. “They’re the most
generalist species you’ll find. We’d
find those in some of the nastiest
streams. You would never imagine
mussels would be in there. They
just live anywhere, thankfully.”
Faltys’ and Wollman’s studies
were funded by the Game, Fish
and Parks Department and the
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service also helped fund
Faltys’ study.
Non-point pollution, including from
agricultural runoff, is a significant
cause of poor water quality in
many South Dakota waterways
and is detrimental to populations
of freshwater mussels. Photo:
News Watch file
Freshwater mussel’s species vulnerable to decline
Freshwater mussels (Latin name
Bivalvia: Unionidae) are ancient
creatures, believed to have originated in East and Southeast Asia
during the
Jurassic period and to have expanded into North America in the
Cretaceous, when dinosaurs still
roamed the continent.
While saltwater mussels are considered a seafood delicacy, freshwater mussels are not so tasty.
One critic has compared their flavor to dirt.
Scientists think the ancestors of
today’s mussels moved into freshwater rivers and streams created
as the last glacier scoured eastern
South Dakota 10,000 years ago,
dragging mussels from warmer
waters upstream. Glaciation gave
us the diagonal form of today’s
Missouri River, the James River
basin, and our small lakes in the
far northeastern part of the state.
West River was not similarly
glaciated, and freshwater mussel
species are fewer.
The U.S. and Canada have the
most diverse populations of freshwater mussel species in the world,
with 301 total species, according
to NatureServe Explorer, an online
biodiversity database. But a January 2021 NatureServe analysis
shows 63% of freshwater mussel
species are vulnerable, imperiled
or critically imperiled, second only
to freshwater snails. In comparison, 40% of amphibian, 34% of
freshwater and anadromous fish,
17% of mammal and 13% of bird
species are at similar risk. As of
January 2022, NatureServe listed
25 North American freshwater
mussels as extinct, with eight declared gone from the earth by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service last

October.
Freshwater mussels reproduce in
complex ways, which in turn complicates their conservation. Because they anchor themselves in
the substrate, they require a moving host and usually flowing water
to genetically diversify and carry
larvae away to new locations.
This is generally accomplished by
a male mussel releasing sperm
into moving water; these are taken
up by a nearby female through an
intake siphon. The female broods
fertilized eggs in her gills until they
mature to microscopic glochidia.
Glochidia are released from her
gills and must attach to the fins or
gills of fish.
Some mussel species will settle
for any fish, while others only reproduce with the help of a specific
species. If glochidia attach to the
wrong fish, that fish’s immune system kills the baby mussel. After
glochidia hitch a ride on an appropriate fish, they stay attached for a
few weeks to several months, then
drop off. They must alight on suitable substrate to burrow and begin
growing in their new homes. In the
right location and conditions, some
species of freshwater mussels can
live for more than 100 years.
Conditions in North America hundreds of years ago were ideal for
the creation of large and concentrated assemblages of mussels:
adequate food, only natural sedimentation and relatively stable
stream beds. Miles-long assemblages of multiple species of mussels were created, paving river
bottoms like cobblestones. Their
combined consumption of phytoplankton, algae, bacteria, fine and
dissolved organic materials and
compounds kept freshwater
streams
clear and contributed to a natural
balance that benefitted fish and
other aquatic species.
In South Dakota, the most diverse
and abundant assemblages were
and continue to be east of the Missouri River. Those conditions
changed with the arrival of European settlers and the use of most
of South Dakota’s land to cultivate
row crops and raise livestock.
Extinction a real potential outcome
The Higgins Eye, Winged Mapleleaf and Scaleshell are native
mussels listed as federally endangered, meaning they are endangered throughout the nation. None
of these was found in Faltys’ surveys of South Dakota waterways.
The Winged Mapleleaf and Mapleleaf are two distinct species.
The latest state GFP Wildlife Action Plan lists the Higgins Eye and
Scaleshell as in need of conservation but not as threatened or endangered within state borders. The
Creek Heelsplitter, Elktoe, Hickorynut, Mapleleaf, Pimpleback,
Rock Pocketbook and Yellow
Sandshell mussels also are listed
by the state as in need of conservation.
The state list’s omission is puzzling. A study by Anthony Ricciardi
and Joseph B. Rasmussen, published more than 20 years ago in
Conservation Biology, stated that
no other group of North American
land, marine or freshwater animals
is going extinct as fast as mussels.
“This [overall decline in freshwater

fauna] is compelling evidence that
North American freshwater biodiversity is diminishing as rapidly as
that of some of the most stressed
terrestrial ecosystems [tropical
rainforests]. Although larger absolute numbers of species are at
risk in the tropics, the elimination
of even a few species in temperate
habitats can promote further extinctions and disrupt ecosystem
functioning,” the authors wrote.
The state Wildlife Action Plan does
categorize eight of the nine mussels in need of conservation as
“critically imperiled” and “especially vulnerable to extinction.” The
ninth, Mapleleaf, is “imperiled because of rarity” and “very vulnerable to extinction.” Those
categorizations mean South
Dakota’s “conservation goal is to
improve the species’ abundance
and distribution,” the plan says. Of
these nine mussels, Faltys found
only the Mapleleaf. In contrast, the
state lists five fish as endangered
and four more as threatened. The
endangered fish are the banded
killfish, blacknose shiner, finescale
dace, pallid sturgeon and sicklefin
chub. The state-listed threatened
fish are the longnose sucker,
northern pearl dace, northern redbelly dace and sturgeon chub. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lists
the pallid sturgeon and Topeka
shiner as endangered, and the
shovelnose sturgeon as threatened.
Of the state-listed endangered or
threatened fish species, at least
five inhabit clear streams that also
are mussels’ natural habitat: the
blacknose shiner, finescale dace,
longnose sucker, northern pearl
dace, and northern redbelly dace.
Nine additional fish are listed as
being between extremely rare or
vulnerable to extinction and very
rare, found abundantly in only
some locations or vulnerable to
extinction.
In the South Dakota Game, Fish
and Parks Commission’s 2020 biennial review of the threatened
and endangered species list, mussels are mentioned only once,
under State Wildlife Grant Accomplishments, in a 2008 study that
sampled Minnesota River tributaries in South Dakota for their compositions of fish, mussel and other
aquatic invertebrate species, with
an emphasis on identifying rare
species.
Experts: more action needed to
protect mussels
Since Faltys’ study was published,
the state’s only specific action to
protect freshwater mussels has
been a 2020 state administrative
rule that bans commercial and
noncommercial harvesting of
freshwater mussels. State regulations allow people to pick up
empty mussel shells, but not those
of endangered or threatened
species.
Chelsey Pasbrig, a GFP aquatic
biologist, said in an email that her
agency is concerned about the decline of freshwater mussel populations in South Dakota, and it is
aware they are among the most
endangered animals in North
America.
“GFP has begun collaborations
Continued on next page
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with other states to explore the option for augmenting populations
with propagated individuals; however, this is in its infancy” she
wrote. “Kaylee Faltys’ study provided us a snapshot of the status
of freshwater mussels in South
Dakota; however, future research
and monitoring is likely needed.”
Pasbrig added that no current
mussel monitoring efforts are underway in South Dakota.
“Unfortunately, the professor at
SDSU who could assist with this
expertise is since retired, therefore
future monitoring and research efforts have not continued at this
time. There are endless questions
that exist regarding the status of
freshwater mussels in S.D. and
across the country; however, limited resources both financially and
staffing exist,” she wrote.
Since at least 1985, the GFP also
has sponsored mussel research
by a retired University of Sioux
Falls faculty member and a retired
departmental wildlife biologist,
among others.
Pasbrig says the department currently addresses water quality issues that may be contributing to
decreased mussel abundance and
diversity through the Conservation
Reserve Program, the James
River and Big Sioux River Conservation Reserve Enhancement programs, the EPA 319 non-point
source watershed projects and riparian buffer programs. The state
agency also recently expanded its
private lands habitat program and
aquatic habitat program, which
partner with landowners and other
conservation entities to improve
habitat, Pasbrig says.
GFP did not respond to follow-up
questions asking for figures on the
net numbers of additional
landowners and acres in the expanded private lands habitat and
aquatic habitat programs. A request for the number of stream
miles of riparian buffers created in
the last several years also was not
answered, but previous reporting
by News Watch has showed that
state efforts to encourage implementation of agricultural buffer
strips has been extremely slow to
catch on.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
declined to comment on its role in
monitoring and protecting freshwater mussels in South Dakota at this
time.
Faltys and others have called for
further research and monitoring of
freshwater mussel populations in
South Dakota.
“Our research … suggests that the
statewide unionid structure is
changing quickly, thus adequate
conservation strategies are
needed for the future survival of
this group,” Faltys said.
Biske, of the Nature Conservancy,
agrees that “more can be done” in
South Dakota to monitor and con-

serve existing freshwater mussel
populations
But under the two major federal
acts pertaining to water, the Clean
Water Act and Safe Drinking Water
Act, individual and groups of South
Dakotans do not have the right to
take legal action against ag-related nonpoint source polluters,
says David Ganje an Aberdeen
native who practices natural resource and commercial law in
South Dakota.
However, when endangered
species are involved, government
entities have the right to intervene
to protect the endangered species,
although this is rarely done, he
said.
Individual states do have the
power to regulate non-point source
pollution and protect wildlife,
should their policymakers choose
to do so. South Dakota law states
that both South Dakota’s waters
and wildlife are the property of all
South Dakota residents.
Ganje points to Wisconsin as a
state that manages non-point
source pollution well, with a published 5-year, 110-page plan. Wisconsin’s approach results in better
surface water quality, despite intensive farming and industrial activity. Its most recent report states
that 83% of its waters are healthy,
13% are impaired and 4% are
being restored. South Dakota’s
corresponding numbers are almost
reversed: 78% of stream-miles are
impaired in some way, while only
22% are healthy. Lake acres are
85% impaired and only 9%
healthy.
Wisconsin also has a strategy to
reduce phosphorus and nitrogen
pollution from fertilizer applications.
“If over time those parties in society [agricultural, manufacturing,
construction industries] are put in
the limelight, invited to meetings,
having the DENR/DANR sit down
with them and say ‘What can we
do as a group? What should we
do? These numbers are getting
worse and worse and worse.’ You
know, there might even be some
press that shows up to some of
those meetings. That’s how you
change this stuff,” Ganje said.
The Nature Conservancy, which
works to conserve 900,000 acres
in South Dakota and the two
neighboring states, is looking at
how it can help streams in good
condition stay that way by promoting soil-healthy agricultural practices such as no-till, reduced till,
cover crops, buffer strips and
adding rotations of small grains
and hay to fields usually planted
with corn or soybeans.
Faltys says options for conservation could include propagating
young mussels of existing species
and releasing them into streams
with small populations, reintroducing species that once lived in certain streams, restoring mussel
populations to historic levels and
creating easements that would in-

crease buffer zones to reduce sedimentation.
She identified the Big Sioux,
James and Minnesota river basins
as areas of high mussel diversity
that would be optimal sites for
mussel conservation. She recommends focusing on the Whetstone
River in Roberts and Grant counties, Bios de Sioux River in
Roberts County, Medary and Six
Mile creeks in Brookings County,
Split Rock Creek in Minnehaha
County, Shue Creek in Beadle
County, Lone Branch Creek in
Hutchinson County, Cottonwood
Creek in Jackson County and the
James River in Hanson County.
Areas Faltys listed as high priorities overlap with South Dakota
GFP Aquatic Conservation Opportunity Areas. These areas are diverse aquatic habitats, low in
human-caused stressors and have
some public ownership.
Standardized surveys of South
Dakota freshwater mussel populations should be done, and the public needs to be educated about
freshwater mussel conservation,
Wollman said. “Expressing why we
do not want invasive species, like
zebra mussels, is important, but
there is currently minimal effort expended to provide information regarding species we are trying to
protect.”
One ray of hope for additional
funding to protect wildlife in need
of conservation is the bipartisan
Recovering America’s Wildlife Act
of 2021. Pasbrig calls it “a potential game changer for state and
tribal wildlife agencies” that would
help the agency implement portions of its Wildlife Action Plan for
the state’s 104 species of greatest
conservation need, including the
nine freshwater mussel species.
But U.S. Sen. John Thune, RSouth Dakota, expressed hesitation in 2018 about an earlier
version of the law, saying he favors additional funding for wildlife
preservation but wants to know
more about where the money is
coming from and where it will go.
All three members of the state’s
congressional delegation were
called in January 2022 and asked
for their positions on the recovering wildlife act. Staff members in
the office of U.S. Sen. Mike
Rounds and Rep. Dusty Johnson
responded but did not provide official stances on the act.
“If conservation efforts keep going,
I have hope,” Faltys says of mussels’ chances of avoiding extinction in South Dakota. “I think that
South Dakota Game, Fish and
Parks, they do have an awareness
of this, and they do want to conserve the species there.”
What the Nature Conservancy advocates in South Dakota is to “ensure we don’t lose those
populations that we have,” Biske
said. “We can’t afford to lose any
more.”

Tribes are exploring the possibility of using debit cards in the distribution of funds to tribal members.

Innovating Tribal Funds Distributions
BY CONVENIENT CARDS
MARCH 28, 2022
Financial assistance that tribal organizations provide to their members is
critically important now more than ever
because of hardships brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Social services
programs that provide financial assistance to tribal members such as clothing grants, technology grants, academic
achievement awards, TANF programs
and per capita distributions are important benefits to the health and wellbeing of many Native American
families. The challenge for every tribal
office is providing timely delivery of financial assistance in an efficient and
cost-effective way while at the same
time assuring that the funds are spent in
accordance with the programs’ social
services intent, (e.g., clothing grant
funds are spent on clothing).
Traditional methods of making direct distribution of funds to tribal members such as issuing checks present
challenges, particularly at scale. For
tribal offices issuing checks is costly,
prone to fraud, and becomes difficult to
control how the funds are spent. According to the Aberdeen Group, the average cost of issuing checks is $7.781.
Lost and stolen checks are also common with these kinds of social services
programs and there is rarely any recourse for the tribal offices who end up
reissuing checks. The only way to control how funds are spent is to require receipts after the fact. Reviewing receipts
is costly and does not preempt bad behavior. Checks are also less than ideal
for many tribal members. Members

who receive temporary assistance often
do not have bank accounts and are
forced to pay egregious fees to cash
their checks. Living with cash only also
limits where and how money can be
spent. Often only leaving the most expensive alternatives and always requires face to face transactions which
means travel and the inability to social
distance.
Enter Prepaid Debit Cards. As compared to issuing checks using Prepaid
Debit cards saves money is more secure
and provides control over how the
funds are spent. For annual or infrequent social services programs like
clothing grants, single load cards are
used. For programs with recurring payments such as TANF, reloadable cards
are used. Cards require secure activation using personal information only
known to the intended recipient dramatically reducing fraud. Cards can
also be setup for restricted use; for example, cards with funds intended for
clothing can only be used at clothing
stores. Convenient Cards first began assisting Native American Tribes in distributing social services funds to tribal
members in 2014 when the company
was approached by a bank client seeking an alternative to issuing checks. As
it turns out, the bank was owned by a
Native American Tribe looking for a
better way to distribute social services
funds to tribal members. At the time
Convenient Cards was servicing over
450 community banks nationwide with
turnkey prepaid card programs. Since
then, Convenient Cards has been developing fully customized payment distri-

bution solutions for Tribal Governments that
save money, improve efficiency,
maximize security, and provide the best
user experience for tribal members.
At no other time was there a greater
need for a customized, secure, & efficient tribal card program than during
the Covid-19 pandemic. In 2020 and
2021 the COVID-19 pandemic disproportionately affected tribal communities impacting daily life for nearly
every tribal citizen. First, the Cares Act
provided nearly $8 billion of relief
funds to Native American Tribes2 and
later The American Rescue Plan Act appropriated an additional $20 billion to
Tribal governments. Many tribes allocated a portion of the relief funds to be
disbursed directly to tribal members.
Convenient Cards assisted many tribes
by setting up custom programs that enabled them to distribute much needed
relief quickly and securely to tribal
members. With many tribal offices
closed during the pandemic and the
practice of social distancing imperative
to avoid the further spread of Covid-19
issuing funds on cards proved to be a
big success with many cards being used
primarily for online purchases during
the pandemic.
Tribal cards have also proven to be
better secured with the ability to track
card activity, block and reissue cards
when needed. Lost cards and cards
never received were easily blocked allowing funds to be retrieved and loaded
onto replacement cards, something not
so easy to do if a check goes missing.

Job Openings
The Golf Course Department
Is Now Accepting Applications For

Job Openings
Cage Department
Cashier (3 Full-Time) 3 Graveyard
Supervisor (2 Full-Time) 1 Swing, 1 Graveyard
Food & Beverage Department
Administrative Assistant (Full-Time) where needed Cashier (FullTime) where needed
Cook III (3 Full-Time) where needed
Dishwasher (Full-Time) where needed
Wait Staff ((Full-Time) Day
C-Store Department
Clerk (2 Full-Time) Swing
Deli Department
Deli Server (Full-Time) Swing
Hotel Department
Front Desk Clerk (Full-Time) Swing
Room Attendant (5 Full-Time) 8:00am to finish
Housekeeping Department
Attendant (20 Full-Time) where needed
Closing Date: Until Filled
Two identifications documents required upon hire
If interested please submit application to
Human Resources Department
16849 102nd Street SE Hankinson ND 58041
For complete Job Description contact McKayla Grajczyk@
701-634-3000 ext. 2583
Indian Preference will apply / EEO
(Please Provide Tribal Enrollment)

Wednesday, April 27, 2022

Job Openings
Lounge Department
Beverage server (Full-Time) where needed
Marketing Department
Customer Service Technician (Full-Time) Day
Revenue Audit Department
Revenue Audit Clerk (4 Full-Time) Day-rotating weekends/holidays
Slots Department
Technician (Full-Time) where needed
Sports Book Department
Supervisor (Full-Time) where needed
Writer/Teller (Full-Time) where needed
Support Services Department
Laborer (4 Full-Time) where needed
Surveillance Department
Observer (Full-Time) where needed
Table Games Department
Dealer (2 Full-Time or Part-Time) Rotating No experience required,
will train
Uniforms Department
Attendant (Full-Time) Swing
Closing Date: Until Filled
Two identifications documents required upon hire
If interested please submit application to
Human Resources Department
16849 102nd Street SE Hankinson ND 58041
For complete Job Description contact McKayla Grajczyk@
701-634-3000 ext. 2583
Indian Preference will apply / EEO
(Please Provide Tribal Enrollment)

Position: Head Professional/Clubhouse Manager
(Full-Time)
Job Description: Manager with extensive experience in golf and
tournament operation as well as corporate and group outing
administration. Manager should have at least 5 full time years
of experience in high-end public or resort course operation with
an emphasis on group, outing and tournament marketing and
administration. The ability to work in cooperation with other
departments is critical to provide our guests with an exceptional
golf and gaming experience.

Closing Date: Until filled
Required
AA degree in Business Management or Casino Hospitality.
3 years Manager experience.
5 years of experience in high-end public or resort course operation
group, outing and tournament marketing and administration.
Experienced in GHIN USGA handicap system.
Knowledge of Gaming rules, operational procedures and customer
development.
Knowledge of business practices such as budgeting, expense
control, staffing, and training.
PGA Certified preferred.
If interested please submit application to
Human Resources Department
16849 102nd Street SE Hankinson ND 58041
For complete Job Description contact McKayla Grajczyk @
701-634-3000 ext. 2583
Indian Preference will apply / EEO
(Please Provide Tribal Enrollment)
Must be licensable by the SWO Gaming Commission
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REGULAR TRIBAL COUNCIL MEETING
Wednesday, March 2, 2022, 9:00
AM
TiWakan Tio Tipi Council Chambers
TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBERS
PRESENT:
BIG COULEE: A. Lydia Amos
BUFFALO LAKE: Louis Johnson
ENEMY SWIM: Dallas Owen
HEIPA/VEBLEN: Brandon Gypsy
Wanna
LAKE TRAVERSE: Dionne Crawford
LONG HOLLOW: Curtis Bissonette
OLD AGENCY: Floyd Kirk Jr.
(10:15)
TRIBAL EXECUTIVES PRESENT: Tribal Chairman Delbert Hopkins
Jr., Tribal Vice-Chairman Edmund
Johnson Jr. (10:18), and Tribal Secretary Myrna Thompson
CALL TO ORDER: Tribal Chairman Delbert Hopkins Jr. called the
meeting to order at 9:09 AM with two
(2) Executives and six (6) Council
members from seven (7) Districts answering Roll Call. Opening prayer for
the Lake Traverse District said by Lake
Traverse Tribal Council Member
Dionne Crawford.
MOTION NO. 31: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Dallas Owen, to
approve the Supercharger Agreement
with Tesla Inc., to provide electric vehicle charging stations at the Dakota
Crossing parking lot, and to authorize
the Tribal Chairman to execute the
Agreement, as recommended by the
Reservation Planning Commission, and
as presented by Realty Manager Jerry
Eastman.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 31: 13 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1). 1
Opposed: Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 32: made by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, second by Dionne
Crawford, question by Myrna Thompson, to approve the 2.5-acre Home Site
Lease for Justin Cloud, as recommended by the Reservation Planning
Commission, and as presented by Realty Manager Jerry Eastman.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 32: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 33: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by A. Lydia Amos,
question by Louis Johnson, to approve
the 2.5-acre Home Site Lease for
Nicole DuMarce-Wanna, as recommended by the Reservation Planning
Commission, and as presented by Realty Manager Jerry Eastman.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 33: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 34: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by A. Lydia Amos, to
approve the Realty Office report, as
presented by Manager Jerry Eastman.
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WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 34: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 35: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Curtis Bissonette,
question by A. Lydia Amos, to approve
the resolution, “Tribal Transportation
Program Agreement – Surface Transportation Reauthorization Act (STRA21)”, and to authorize the Tribal
Chairman to sign the supporting documents, as presented by DOT Director
Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 35: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-011
MOTION NO. 36: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Curtis Bissonette,
question by Dallas Owen, to approve
the following KLJ Task Orders: 1) Lake
Traverse District Center access road design; 2) BIA 8 (Long Hollow south)
mill and overlay design; and 3) BIA 12
(Smokey Spur Road) paving design
projects, with Federal TTP supporting
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budget, and to authorize the Tribal
Chairman to sign the supporting documents, as presented by DOT Director
Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 36: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 37: made by Dallas
Owen, second by A. Lydia Amos, question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to approve the Contract for Services with
Eastman Inc. for gravel production
services, and to approve the Engineering Proposal with Holton Engineering
for testing services, and to authorize the
Tribal Chairman to execute the documents, pending legal review, as presented by DOT Director Cliff
Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 37: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 38: made by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, second by A. Lydia
Amos, question by Curtis Bissonette, to
approve the resolution, “Tribal Transportation Program Inventory Update”
along with the attached Exhibit A, and
to authorize the Tribal Chairman to sign
the documents, as presented by DOT
Director Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 38: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-012
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MOTION NO. 39: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Dallas Owen,
question by A. Lydia Amos, to approve
the Construction Program and Gravel
Crushing Program budget modifications, in the amount of $100,000 each,
and to authorize the Tribal Chairman to
sign the documents, as presented by
DOT Director Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 39: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 40: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Myrna Thompson,
to approve a Contract for Services with
Red Lake Builders Inc., for the old
Tiospa Zina Road and alternate 701
mill and overlay project, and the Federal TTP Construction budget, and to
authorize the Tribal Chairman to sign
the documents, as presented by DOT
Director Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 40: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 41: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Curtis Bissonette,
to approve the Department of Transportation report, as presented by Director Cliff Eberhardt.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 41: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 42: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Curtis Bissonette,
question by Myrna Thompson, to go
into Executive Session, at 9:30am.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 42: 12 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From
Vote: Curtis Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 43: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Dallas Owen,
question by Dionne Crawford, to come
out of Executive Session, at 10:10am.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 43: 12 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From

Vote: Dionne Crawford (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 44: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by A. Lydia Amos, to
approve the JOM Capacity Building
Budget for FY 2022, as presented by
Education Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 44: 12 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From
Vote: Dionne Crawford (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
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MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 45: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by A. Lydia Amos,
question by Dallas Owen, to authorize
the Education Office to purchase supplies and equipment from Oyate Products LLC, in the amount of $5,665.59,
with the Tribal Vocational Rehabilitation budget as the funding source, as
presented by Education Director Dr.
Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 45: 12 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From
Vote: Dionne Crawford (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 46: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by A. Lydia Amos,
question by Myrna Thompson, to approve the Education Office report, as
presented by Education Director Dr.
Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 46: 12 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From
Vote: Dionne Crawford (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Note: Old Agency Tribal Council
Member Floyd Kirk Jr. now present at
meeting.
MOTION NO. 47: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by A. Lydia Amos,
question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to
approve Head Start Director and Staff
reports, as presented by Education Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 47: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Curtis Bissonette (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Dionne
Crawford (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 48: made by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, second by Curtis
Bissonette, question by Myrna Thompson, to approve the Head Start Enrollment Data report, as presented by
Education Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 48: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1).
0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 49: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Dallas Owen,
question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to
approve the January 2022 CACFP
Food Report for Head Start & Early
Head Start, as presented by Education
Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 49: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1).
0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Note: Tribal Vice-Chairman Edmund Johnson Jr. now present at meeting.
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MOTION NO. 50: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Myrna Thompson, question by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, to approve the Head Start
Health and Attendance reports, as presented by Education Director Dr.
Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 50: 17 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Vice-Chairman (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 51: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Floyd Kirk Jr., to

approve the Head Start Financial reports, as presented by Education Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 51: 17 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Vice-Chairman (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 52: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Floyd Kirk Jr.,
question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to
approve the Head Start & Early Head
Start reports, as presented by Education
Director Dr. Sherry Johnson.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 52: 17 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Vice-Chairman (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Note: Tribal Chairman Delbert
Hopkins Jr. excused from meeting for
funeral services. Tribal Vice-Chairman
Edmund Johnson Jr. now chairing the
meeting.
MOTION NO. 53: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Floyd Kirk Jr., question by Dionne Crawford, to allocate $2
million from the American Rescue Plan
Act (ARPA) funds to the Enemy Swim
Day School for immersion expansion,
and to transfer the excess building materials from the Elderly Village project
to the ESDS, provided they are able to
transport the material, pending THPO
clearance, and to have Special Attorney
Steven Gunn amend the ARPA funding
resolution to reflect this allocation.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 53: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 54: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Floyd Kirk Jr., to
approve the Enemy Swim Day School
report, as presented by Superintendent
Dr. Nadine Eastman.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 54: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 55: made by Floyd
Kirk Jr., second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by A. Lydia Amos, to
authorize the payment to Unzen Motors
Inc., for a remanufactured transmission
and repairs for a 2015 Chevrolet Silverado, in the
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amount of $5,061.24, with the Fish
& Wildlife budget as the funding
source, as presented by F&W Manager
Charlene Miller.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 55: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 56: made by Floyd
Kirk Jr., second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Louis Johnson, to
approve the Fish & Wildlife Office report, as presented by Manager Charlene
Miller.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 56: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 57: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Floyd Kirk Jr., to
approve the Employment Training
Service Center Financial Aid Agreement form, to assist in education advancement of program participants, as
presented by Adult Education/GED Coordinator Mary Barse.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 57: 11 For: Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Louis
Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 5 Absent From
Vote: Dallas Owen (3); Curtis Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal ViceChairman.
MOTION PASSED.

MOTION NO. 58: made by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, second by Myrna
Thompson, question by Floyd Kirk Jr.,
to authorize the ET Service Center to
provide financial aid/tuition assistance
to Chaunce Peltier and Dean Abraham,
in the amount of $25,700 each, to attend the Western Welding Academy,
with the ET Service budget as the funding source, as presented by Adult Education/GED Coordinator Mary Barse.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 58: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 59: made by Floyd
Kirk Jr., second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Dallas Owen, to
approve the Employment Training
Service Center - Adult Education report, as presented by Coordinator Mary
Barse.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 59: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Curtis
Bissonette (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal
Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 60: made by Floyd
Kirk Jr., second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Curtis Bissonette,
in resolution form, to enroll into the
Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate the nine (9)
applicants as listed in Exhibit A, as presented by Enrollment Officer Zelma
Flute.
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Boone, Mianna Dell Edgar, Beau
Barrett
Guardado, Alissa Guardado, Isavela
Guardado, Emeli Kampeska, Noah
Abraham
Kohl, Jeriah Ray Parrish, Caris
Alonzo
Wilson, Alicia Yvonne
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 60: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1).
0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-013
MOTION NO. 61: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Floyd Kirk Jr., in
resolution form, to enroll into the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate the three (3) applicants as listed in Exhibit B, as
presented by Enrollment Officer Zelma
Flute.
Dumarce, Nikolai Isaac Mozena,
Amelia Joy
Shields, Latisha Alsephine Reni
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 61: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1).
0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-014
MOTION NO. 62: made by Curtis
Bissonette, second by Floyd Kirk Jr.,
question by Dallas Owen, in resolution
form, to enroll into the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate the nine (9) applicants as
listed in Exhibit C, as presented by Enrollment Officer Zelma Flute.
Corwin, Amir Ochoa Fallis, Jr.,
Tyrel Cody
Ferguson, Angel Benicio Ferguson,
Ezekiel Cain
Graves, Aeon Mae Graves, Roman
Prescott
Matt-Bullcalf, Johnell Marie
Renville, Sophia Rose
Roach, Treon Huelin
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 62: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia Amos (2);
Louis Johnson (1); Tribal Secretary (1).
0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-015
MOTION NO. 63: made by Myrna
Thompson, second by Curtis Bissonette, question by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, in resolution form, to relinquish
from enrollment with the SissetonWahpeton Oyate the seven (7) applicants as listed in Exhibit D, as
presented by Enrollment Officer Zelma
Flute.
Blue, Russell Dean Hastings, Eugene Michael
Hoeper, Rhonda Marie Knight,
Wakangli Raymon
Knight, Wakinyan Jay Losh, Raelyn
Rosemary Leigh

Wilson, Jayden Marcu
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 63: 16 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); A. Lydia
Regular Tribal Council Minutes
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Amos (2); Louis Johnson (1); Tribal
Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained.
0 Absent From Vote. 1 Not Voting:
Tribal Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-016
MOTION NO. 64: made by Floyd
Kirk Jr., second by Curtis Bissonette,
question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to
approve the Enrollment Office report,
as presented by Enrollment Officer
Zelma Flute.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 64: 13 For: Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 3 Absent From Vote: Dallas
Owen (3). 1 Not Voting: Tribal ViceChairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 65: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Myrna Thompson, question by A. Lydia Amos, in resolution form, to approve the
amendments to the SWO Medical
Cannabis Code, as presented by Tribal
Attorney Megan LaFromboise.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 65: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Floyd
Kirk Jr. (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal ViceChairman.
MOTION PASSED.
Resolution No. SWO-22-017
MOTION NO. 66: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Curtis Bissonette,
question by A. Lydia Amos, to go into
Executive Session to discuss a legal
issue, at 11:42am.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 66: 11 For: Dallas Owen (3); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Dionne Crawford (2);
Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson
(1); Tribal Secretary (1). 3 Opposed:
Brandon Gypsy Wanna (3). 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: Floyd
Kirk Jr. (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal ViceChairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 67: made by Dallas
Owen, second by Floyd Kirk Jr., question by Brandon Gypsy Wanna, to
come out of Executive Session, at
1:23pm.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 67: 14 For: Dallas Owen (3);
Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 0 Opposed. 0 Abstained. 2 Absent From Vote: A. Lydia
Amos (2). 1 Not Voting: Tribal ViceChairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 68: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Brandon Gypsy
Wanna, question by Curtis Bissonette,
to rescind the following Tribal Council
Motions: Motion No. 9, of 1/4/22; Motion No. 33, of 2/2/22; and Motion No.
34, of 2/2/22, and to designate that the
Ordinance Work Group begin the
process for these changes and amendments, as recommended by Tribal Attorney Megan LaFromboise.
WEIGHTED VOTE ON MOTION
NO. 68: 13 For: Floyd Kirk Jr. (2); A.
Lydia Amos (2); Brandon Gypsy
Wanna (3); Dionne Crawford (2); Curtis Bissonette (2); Louis Johnson (1);
Tribal Secretary (1). 3 Opposed: Dallas
Owen (3). 0 Abstained. 0 Absent From
Vote. 1 Not Voting: Tribal Vice-Chairman.
MOTION PASSED.
MOTION NO. 69: made by Dionne
Crawford, second by Curtis Bissonette,
to adjourn.
MEETING ADJOURNED 1:27
PM.
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Federal Omnibus Bill
Includes Over $6 Billion
for Indian Health
BY KELSEY TURNER
MARCH 10, 2022
On Wednesday, the House of Representatives passed a $1.5 trillion omnibus spending bill, a package that
provides funding for federal agencies
through the rest of the fiscal year. The
2,741-page bill includes $6.6 billion for
the Indian Health Service (IHS) for
FY2022, a 6.3% increase from last
year’s enacted funding, according to a
policy alert by the National Council of
Urban Indian Health (NCUIH).
NCUIH noted that though the increased funding for IHS “demonstrates
a strong bipartisan commitment from
Congress to improving health outcomes
for American Indians and Alaska Natives,” the final amount “still falls well
short of fully funding the Indian Health
Service to properly provide health care
services for all American Indians and
Alaska Natives in the United States to
meet the trust responsibility. Additionally, the bill does not include Advance
Appropriations despite robust advocacy
from Tribes and Urban Indian Organizations.”
The omnibus bill additionally authorizes $73.4 million for urban Indian
health, a 17.13% increase from last year
and the highest increase in the past 10
years. It also includes 2022 Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) reauthorization with tribal and urban Indian
provisions.
Originally, the legislation included
$15.6 billion to manage the COVID-19
pandemic. But disagreements over the
pandemic-related provisions led House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi to remove the
COVID-19 funding from the spending
package. House Democrats hope to
pass the pandemic relief in a separate
bill next week.
The omnibus bill now goes to the
Senate. To avoid a government shutdown, Congress hopes to pass the legislation before midnight Friday, when
existing federal funding expires.
NCUIH said it will continue to monitor
developments and provide more indepth analysis as legislation continues
to move forward.
The package includes the following
NCUIH priorities for urban Indian
health:
• $73.4 million for urban Indian
health for FY 2022
• Inclusion of UIOs in the 2022
VAWA reauthorization
$30 million annually from FY23FY27 for grants for Creating Hope

Through Outreach, Options, Services,
and Education for Children and Youth
(CHOOSE Children & Youth) grants to
enhance the safety of youth and children who are victims of, or exposed to,
domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault, stalking, or sex trafficking and prevent future violence.
 UIOs added as eligible entities.
$10 million annually for a new 3year program (FY23-FY27) to award
grants for the clinical training of sexual
assault forensic examiners to administer medical forensic examinations and
treatments to survivors of sexual assault. Of the $10 million, there is a set
aside of 15 percent for purposes of
making grants to entities that are affiliated with Indian Tribes or Tribal organizations or Urban Indian organizations.
 UIOs included as eligible entities.
$5 million for a new 5-year demonstration grants (FY23-FY27) established for comprehensive clinical
training of health care providers to provide generalist forensic services and
trauma-informed care to survivors of
interpersonal violence of all ages. Of
the $5 million, there is a set-aside of 10
percent for purposes of making grants
to support training and curricula that
addresses the unique needs of Indian
Tribes, Tribal organizations, Urban Indian organizations, and Native Hawaiian organizations.
 UIOs included as eligible entities.
Title VIII “Safety for Indian
Women” includes the following purposes:
 to empower Tribal governments
and Native American communities, including urban Indian communities and
Native Hawaiian communities, with the
resources and information necessary to

effectively respond to cases of domestic
violence, dating violence, stalking, sex
trafficking, sexual violence, and missing and murdered Native Americans;
and
 to increase the collection of data
related to missing and murdered Native
Americans and the sharing of information among Federal, State, Tribal, and
local officials responsible for responding to and investigating crimes impacting Indian Tribes and Native American
communities, including urban Indian
communities and Native Hawaiian
communities, especially crimes relating
to cases of missing and murdered Native Americans.
The bill provides the following for
IHS, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations (UIOs):
• $6.6 billion for the Indian Health
Service for fiscal year 2022
• $4.7 billion for the IHS health
services account
• Fully funds Contract Support
Costs and Payments for Tribal Leases
• $940 million for health facilities
construction
• $12 million from Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) to Indian Tribes,
Tribal Organizations, or consortia for
Medication-Assisted Treatment for Prescription Drug and Opioid Addiction
• Increase to SAMHSA State Opioid Response (SOR) Grants for tribes
and tribal organizations
UIO are not included
• $22.5 million for the Good Health
and Wellness in Indian Country program
• $15.6 million to make payments
under the National Health Service
Corps loan repayment program.

Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate
Help Wanted
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:
The CHR will encourage better health by assisting American Indian Families on the Lake Traverse
Reservation to develop and practice sound personal health habits and to access available community
human service resources.
SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES:
The CHR Generalist shall be supervised by the CHR Program Manager and shall be subject to the internal
control policies and procedures of that component. CHR’ s will be required to keep complete monthly
progress reports, i.e., (GSA/Tribal Vehicle Travel Logs, Medicaid reimbursement forms and completed/
signed CHR PCC forms.)
SPECIFIC DUTIES:
1. Referral Liaisons
2. The CHR will accept referrals from other agencies, health professionals and other CHR/MCH staff,
through the CHR Program Manager, and provide appropriate collateral services including transportation
to medical appointments according to their schedules and the CHR service area.
3. The CHR will act as an advocate for the elderly patients at IHS, CDP, and other clinics and local
hospitals, as well as other resource agencies.
4. The CHR will provide home visit to the Native American Population in the Lake Traverse Reservation
to assess their blood pressure, as well as other individual information.
5. The CHR will report to the CHR Program Manager any suspected cases of nutritional anemia, Lack of
self-concern, or inappropriate/inadequate self-care.
6. Assist the elderly in the use of their glucometers, grocery shopping and delivery of their medication.
POSITION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Must be 21 years of age
2. Must consent to and pass a criminal background check and character investigation pursuant to P.L. 101630, The Indian Child Protection and Family Violence Prevention Act (no Convictions for a sex offense or
crime against a child or other person).” H.R. form #401
3. Must physically be able to perform duties as described, with ability to lift 50# and have the annual
physical form, H.R. Form #304 signed by a physician
4. Must have a High School Diploma or G.E.D. certificate
5. Must possess a valid state and tribal driver’s License, own an automobile and provide evidence of
liability insurance.
6. Must respect confidential information by signing an agreement to maintain confidentiality and
acknowledge possibility of termination, should a breach occur. Must adhere to HIPPA and Privacy Act
Laws. Must sign confidentiality H.R. Form #306
7. Must possess personal form of communication.
8. Must be able to work with and have sensitivity for Native American People.
9. Must be willing, able to attend and successfully complete the CHR Basic Training and Refresher
Courses as required.
10. Must be alcohol and drug free and must be willing to submit to random alcohol and drug testing. Must
sign a sobriety contract. Applicant’s personal and public image will be considered.
11. Tribal and Native American preference in hiring shall be observed.
12. Must be willing to assume other duties assigned by the CHR Program Manager.
13. All other duties as assigned.

Tribal consultant RTHawk
brings Native focus to LIHTC deals
BY MARK FOGARTY
APRIL 18, 2022
SELFRIDGE, N.D. — As executive
director of the Standing Rock Sioux
Tribe’s housing authority, Wilbur Red
Tomahawk gained extensive experience working with Low Income Housing Tax Credit deals. Now the Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe member is heading
his own firm in an effort to bring a
tribal perspective to help tribes access
the program.
Red Tomahawk started his RTHawk
Housing Alliance LLC in 2016, after
heading up the tribal housing authority
between 2010-2014. Red Tomahawk
also has held a number of top positions
at Standing Rock, including vice chairman and chairman/secretary of the
tribal gaming commission.
RTHawk’s services include housing
development, compliance/asset management and training/technical assistance for tribes.
Tribal Business News recently reported that Selfridge, N.D.-based
RTHawk served as consultant for the
Port Gamble S’Klallam tribe for its
Kingston, Wash.-based Warrior Ridge
Supportive Housing Project. The $9.5
million project used LIHTC equity and
other finance sources for a 30-unit affordable housing development.
Red Tomahawk described how he
met two key employees of RTHawk,
Lorna Fogg, vice president of finance
and development, and Robin Thorne,
vice president of training and asset
management, while he was still working for the tribe. Standing Rock did numerous LIHTC deals with Kansas City,
Mo.-based Travois Inc., where the two
women worked at the time. While Red
Tomahawk eventually retired from the
housing authority, Fogg and Thorne
started their own affordable housing
company, VitalSpirit LLC. He then reunited with the Fogg and Thorne when
he went off on his own.
“I had the opportunity to start my
own company, with the help of three or
four individuals,” he said. “We’ve been
hard at it. We’ve been going now for six
years.” RTHawk is 100-percent Indianowned and is chartered by the Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe.
He was helped by his education in
business administration and marketing,
but noted the company is “a totally new
learning environment for me.”As a result of his philosophy that management
is a team approach, “I asked Lorna and
Robin to come work for me. I’d known
them before, I knew their track record
and what they could do. They were the
best in the industry I could ask to join
my team,” which includes six other employees, two of whom are Native
Ameircans.
The partners said in the past six
years, RTHawk has been involved in
development consultancy on about 25
LIHTC projects in Massachusetts, Nevada, Washington, Wisconsin, New
Mexico, Arizona, Michigan, California,
Montana, North Dakota and Wyoming.
On the asset management side, the firm

has been involved in about 60 tax credit
projects in 13 states.
The project feature an average of 30
units per development, and RT Hawk
also is involved in securing additional
finance for the projects from sources
like the Affordable Housing Program of
the Federal Home Loan Banks.

Wilber Red Hawk
Each development is also unique,
according to Thorne. “One size doesn’t
fit all,” she said. “Every single tribe approaches affordable housing in their
own manner. We work with the tribes
so they let us know what their wish list
is. We encourage collaboration.” That
can include collaborating with outside
firms, such as those that specialize in
supportive housing.
In addition, “each state has its own
rule book,” Fogg said, and tribes have
to be alert to how they apportion points
for these competitive LIHTC awards.
Some programs also include cost caps,
meaning you have to go out and find
those other funding sources.
RTHawk will work with a tribe if it
has prior relationships for doing architecture or environmental surveys. We
work a lot with tribal architects as well
as other local architects,” Fogg said.
“Our philosophy is the people nearby
know best.”
Financing LIHTC deals is famously
complex. One project in Maine needed

12 separate financing sources, Thorne
said. Fogg noted that the Maine record
is in danger of being broken by current
projects.
In its role, RTHawk makes sure
tribes have the facility to manage all
those financing sources. “Just going
after money and not being fully aware
of what’s involved in the various funding sources is a recipe for disaster,”
Thorne said. “Part of our approach is
that when they have a wish list approach, we ask a lot of harder questions. One of them is: Do you have the
internal capacity?
“The example would be a new construction project. Everybody could use
more housing units. Our tribes have
waiting lists with over 200, 300 names
and it’s been that way for years. But the
problem is: Do you have property with
infrastructure? Because infrastructure
money is usually different than what we
use to build housing.
“The next question is: Do you have
money in your operating budget? Because we have low rents in Indian
Country. So if you add 20 or 30 more
units to your inventory, do you have the
staff and the underlying operating funds
to afford to add that burden to your
budget?”
Tribal housing authorities have
“tons of experience developing and
managing existing housing,” Thorne
said, but navigating the state housing
agencies can be difficult. “Some are
great,” she said, leaving the balance
dangling.
Tribal Business News recently reported about California tribes, in recent
years, finally getting access to LIHTC
money through tribal set asides, and a
similar process in Michigan. However,
Thorne doesn’t prefer that option because it means that tribes have to compete against each other for very limited
amounts of money.
“States have to do a better job and
have realistic scoring,” Fogg said.

Long Hollow Special Election
Election will be May 17th, 2022 from 7 am to 7 pm
at the Long Hollow District Center.
Letters of Intent must be submitted to the Long Hollow District
Center by 4:30 pm on Monday, April 25th, 2022 –
Fax # 605-698-7779. Candidates who have filed letters of intent
will be advertised for three weeks in the Sota, Courier, and
posted at the Long Hollow District Center.
The following position will be voted on:
Long Hollow District Treasurer
*For District Executive position above you must
not have any delinquent debt to District*
*$30.00 Filing Fee if running for Long Hollow District Executives ONLY*
Any questions regarding this election feel free to contact:
Wambdi Cook- 605-419-1938
Izola Flying Horse- 605-268-1272
Jessie Chanku- 605-956-0197
Rose Gaikowski- 605-491-0217

Job Opening(s)
Dakota Sioux Casino & Hotel is seeking to fill the following employment position(s):

Sportsbook:
Shift Supervisor (2 Full-Time, Days/Swings/Graves/Weekends/Holidays)
General Function: Supervision of the sports book operations during assigned shift including but not limited to
approving or denying wagers from customers, scheduling of staff, and ensuring compliance.
Requirements: High School diploma or G.E.D. Knowledge of computers and relevant software applications.
Knowledge of customer service principles and practices. Keyboard skills. Excellent written and verbal
communication skills. Excellent telephone communication skills. Knowledge of company policies and
procedures (i.e. Personnel Policies, SOP’s, IC’s). General knowledge of sports teams and games. Must have cash
handling experience. Knowledge of administrative and secretarial procedures. Must possess mathematical ability
(addition and subtraction) to accurately pay and collect funds for guests.
Must obtain a “Key-Gaming license” upon hire.

Sportsbook:
Writer/Teller (2 Full-Time, Days/Swings/Graves/Weekends/Holidays)
General Function: The Writer/Teller will provide exceptional service and create a fun and welcoming
experience for all guests within the Sports Book area. The Writer/Teller must be able to process all Sports
Book transactions quickly, accurately, and in accordance with wagering and payment policies.
Requirements: Must have a high school diploma or G.E.D. Knowledge of computers and relevant software
applications. Knowledge of customer service principles and practices. Have proficient typing and keyboard
skills. Excellent written and verbal communication skills. Professional telephone communicational experience
and skills. Cash handling experience. Must obtain Key-Gaming license upon hire.
Physical demands: Must have the ability to perform basic housekeeping duties of the reception area.
Walking up and down stairs, stooping, standing and sitting for long periods of time and lifting. The Gaming
floor and Sports book is a working environment of frequent load noises, flashing lights, and cigarette smoke.
Must be able to work and communicate with a diverse group of people and employees. Occasionally must
deal with angry or hostile customers. There is high volume direct public contact. Must wear a face-mask at all
times. Must obtain a “Key-Gaming License” upon hire.

Indian Preference will apply/EEO
Contact the Human Resources Department for a complete job description at 605-884-1652
Applications can be filled out online at www.dakotasioux.com
p byy in-person
p
p
p y
pp
Or stop
to complete
an employment
application
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1st Grade Student of the Month Marcelo Barnett

May 6th ʹ Teacher work day and 8th grade leaves for their class trip and
return 5/15
May 19th ʹ Last Day of FACE for 3-4 year olds; also FACE trip to StoryBook
Land (Homebased & Centerbased)

Help Wanted
Corporation for Native Broadcasting Office Manager
Responsible and reporting to
Corporation for Native Broadcasting CEO

Job summary
Responsible for the CNB offices and activities and
ensure its smooth running on a day-to-day basis

Duties, responsibilities, and primary job functions
• Implementing and maintaining procedures/office administrative systems
• Dealing with correspondence, complaints, and queries
• Day-to-day management of finance and budgets
• Ensures/assists with the preparation and presentation of the
annual budget for board approval
• Attend meetings with management
• Organize meetings and take minutes
• Booking transport and accommodation
• Organize corporation events
• Order supplies, equipment, etc.
• Prepare letters, presentations, and reports
• Liaising with staff, suppliers, and clients
• Assisting with the organization’s HR function by keeping personnel
records up to date, arranging interviews and so on.
• Organize induction programs for new employees
• Ensure that health and safety policies are up to date
• Perform all duties as from time to time may be assigned
by the CEO or Board of Directors

Qualifications
• Related Associates Degree (e.g., Business Administration, Business Management,
etc.) or equivalent education and experience - required
• Budget & finance management experience and working knowledge of
QuickBooks or other accounting software - required
• Knowledge in human resource management
• Proven ability to successfully manage and execute
multiple priorities simultaneously
• Proven ability to work independently and collaboratively
• Excellent interpersonal, oral, written, analytical and presentation skills
• Excellent hospitality and service skills
• Computer skills; Word, Excel, Adobe, etc.
• Multimedia knowledge or an interest to learn, radio, newspaper, television, etc.

Salary
$30,000.00 to $40,000 DOE
Open until filled • 90 day probation period

Send resume to CNB/Sota PO Box 807 Agency Village SD 57262
Page 8

May 24th ʹ FACE graduation 11:00 am (gym)
May 25th ʹ Track and Field Day
May 26th ʹ Awards (gym), locker & classroom clean up, & OST activities
release at 1 pm---Last day of school
May 27th ʹ Powwow and 8th grade graduation Dinner at 5:00 pm followed by
powwow

GET RID OF UNUSED MEDICATIONS TO PREVENT POISONING & OVERDOSE
RISK
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate’s Tribal Opioid Response Project (TOR) is promoting the National
Prescription Drug Take Back Day, which is taking place Saturday, April 30th. The National
Prescription Drug Take Back Day’s intent is to provide a safe, convenient, and responsible
means of disposing of prescription drugs, while also educating the public about the potential for
abu
abuse of medications.
TOR would like you to keep in mind that any unwanted medications
should be disposed of properly and NEVER flushed down the toilet. It
will contaminate the water supply.
The drop box at Woodrow Wilson Keeble Memorial Health Care
Center Pharmacy waiting room is available EVERY DAY during
Pharmacy
hours, as well as at Lewis Drug Store, and in the waiting room
P
Co
of Coteau
Des Prairies. Medication in any container is accepted at each drop
box. For more information about medication drop off, you may call TOR at 605-742-3909 or at
605-742-6353.
Please refer to TOR’s flyer for more information. TOR thanks you for your consideration.

W ou  ܆i daa Owicayakiyee K tee
“Helping one another with compassion”
Wednesday, April 27, 2022

